Practice Areas
Copyright
Today's copyright law issues have expanded well beyond its classical roots in literary works, spanning from electronic
books to blogs and social media sites and video games and mobile applications to the reproduction and re-use of online
materials to the misappropriation of data. The march of technology has drastically increased the ease and speed of
copying and distributing protected materials, while at the same time enlarging the scope of what is protectable in the
first place—which now includes computer software, databases and the design of semiconductor chips.
For almost 70 years, the lawyers at Amster, Rothstein & Ebenstein LLP have represented a wide array of clients
seeking to ensure that their valuable intellectual property is amply protected. Whether you want to protect your
expression, assert “fair use,” or challenge a potential infringer, you can rely on our expertise to help you navigate the
critical issues to your advantage.
We can help you in developing a strong portfolio of copyrighted assets, as well as vigorously enforcing your rights when
others try to misappropriate or infringe them. With dozens of lawyers who focus on all facets of intellectual property law,
our firm has more specialized intellectual property law attorneys than most general practice firms ten times our size.
We have worked with clients in industries as diverse as fashion and apparel, blockchain and NFTs, on-line publishers
and bloggers, gaming and mobile apps, to protect and defend copyright portfolios who publish online has covered data,
articles, and audio and video content.
We develop copyright strategies to maximize protection and to capitalize on your storehouse of intellectual assets.
Equally important, we work with you to actively identify possible vulnerabilities before your competition can. We can
analyze your copyrighted material to make sure each of your works receives the strongest protection available, while at
the same time minimizing infringement risks to help you avoid violating other firms’ intellectual property.
Together, we can develop and implement a comprehensive intellectual property portfolio to maximize your competitive
power.
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Industries Served

Consumer Electronics
Green Technology and Energy
Internet and e-Commerce
Lithium-Ion Batteries
Retailing & Apparel
Start-Ups
Toys & Games
Universities, Research Institutions & Hospitals
Professionals
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